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Introduction

Nucleon Spin Structure and Strong Interaction, 



Nucleon Structure and Strong Interaction/QCD 

running coupling “constant”

• Nucleon Structure: discoveries 
       -- anomalous magnetic moment (1943 Nobel)
       -- elastic: form factors (1961 Nobel)
       -- DIS: parton distributions (1990 Nobel)

• Strong interaction, running coupling ~1
       -- asymptotic freedom (2004 Nobel)
        perturbation calculation works at high energy 
       -- interaction significant at intermediate energy, 

quark-gluon correlations
       -- interaction strong at low energy
           confinement

• A major challenge in fundamental physics: 
       -- Understand QCD in all regions, including 

strong (confinement) region

• Nucleon: most convenient lab to study QCD

• Theoretical Tools:
       pQCD, Lattice QCD, cEFT, Sum Rules, …



UNPOLARIZED STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS

Q2 evolution: the best test of QCD 



POLARIZED STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS 

PDG (online 2023)



Spin Sum Rules and Q2 dependence

Sum Rules    
Nucleon Structure      ßà       Global Properties   
mass, spin, magnetic moment,  polarizabilities, …

 
How the structure is related (gives rise) to the global properties?

How the global properties emerging from the structure?

à Help understand Strong QCD 



Gerasimov-Drell-Hearn Sum Rule
Circularly polarized photon on longitudinally polarized nucleon 

• A fundamental relation between the nucleon spin structure and its anomalous 
magnetic moment

• Based on general physics principles 
• Lorentz invariance, gauge invariance à low energy theorem
• unitarity    à optical theorem
• casuality  à unsubtracted dispersion relation 
                       applied to forward Compton amplitude

• Measurements on proton up to 800 MeV (Mainz) and up to 3 GeV (Bonn)
  agree with GDH with assumptions for contributions from un-measured regions
       New Hall D GDH experiment/proposal (high energy)  
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Generalized GDH Sum Rule

• Many approaches: Anselmino, Ioffe, Burkert, Drechsel, …

• Ji and Osborne (J. Phys. G27, 127, 2001):
Forward Virtual-Virtual Compton Scattering Amplitudes: S1(Q2,n), S2(Q2, n)

Same assumptions: no-subtraction dispersion relation
                                 optical theorem
                                 (low energy theorem)

• Generalized GDH Sum Rule
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Bjørken Sum Rule
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gA:     axial charge (from neutron b-decay)
CNS:   Q2-dependent QCD corrections (for flavor non-singlet)

• A fundamental relation relating an integration of spin structure 
functions to axial-vector coupling constant (axial charge)

• Based on Operator Product Expansion within QCD or Current 
Algebra 

• Valid at large Q2 (higher-twist effects negligible)

• Data are consistent with the Bjørken Sum Rule at 5-10 % level



(Generalized) Bjørken Sum Rule

• A fundamental relation relating an integration of spin structure 
functions to axial-vector coupling constant (axial charge)

• Based on Operator Product Expansion within QCD or Current 
Algebra 

• Valid at large Q2 (higher-twist effects negligible)

• Data are consistent with the Bjørken Sum Rule at 5-10 % level

High precision determination of the Q2 evolution of the Bjorken sum
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We present a significantly improved determination of the Bjorken sum for 0.6 ≤ Q2 ≤ 4.8 GeV2 using
precise new gp1 and g

d
1 data taken with the CLAS detector at Jefferson Lab. A higher-twist analysis of theQ2

dependence of the Bjorken sum yields the twist-4 coefficient fp−n2 ¼ −0.064" 0.009"0.032
0.036. This leads to

the color polarizabilities χp−nE ¼ −0.032" 0.024 and χp−nB ¼ 0.032" 0.013. The strong force coupling

is determined to be αMS
s ðM2

ZÞ ¼ 0.1123" 0.0061, which has an uncertainty a factor of 1.5 smaller than
earlier estimates using polarized deep inelastic scattering (DIS) data. This improvement makes the
comparison between αs extracted from polarized DIS and other techniques a valuable test of QCD.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.90.012009 PACS numbers: 13.60.-r, 11.55.Hx, 25.30.Rw

I. INTRODUCTION

The Bjorken sum rule [1] is a cornerstone in the study of
nucleon spin structure. It has been investigated via polar-
ized deep inelastic scattering (DIS) at SLAC, CERN,
DESY [2–8] and Jefferson Lab (JLab) [9–12]. In the limit
of infinite squared four-momentum transfer Q2 the sum
rule is [1]

Γp−n
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6
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where gp1 and gn1 are the spin-dependent proton and neutron
structure functions, respectively, gA is the nucleon flavor-
singlet axial charge, and x is the Bjorken scaling variable.
At a finite Q2 large enough so that partonic degrees of
freedom are relevant, the Bjorken sum rule has been
generalized to account for perturbative QCD (pQCD)
radiative corrections (the leading-twist term) and non-
perturbative power corrections (higher-twist terms). In
the MS scheme, the sum rule becomes [13]
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where the strong coupling αs has itself the form of a
perturbative series depending on Q2, and the Q2 depend-
ence of the higher-twist coefficients μp−n2i ðQ2Þ is calculable
from pQCD. The logarithmic Q2 dependence induced by

the pQCD radiative corrections that dominate for αs ≪ 1
has allowed QCD to be established as the correct theory of
the strong force. In turn, the higher-twist power corrections
μ2i=Q2i−2 characterize QCD in a stronger coupled regime
with typically αs > 0.3. Here, at lower Q2, partons start to
interact strongly and react more and more coherently to
the probing particles. Thus, the higher twists describe the
transition between the partonic and hadronic degrees of
freedom for the strong force.
The isovector nature of the Bjorken integral makes

it a simpler quantity to understand theoretically than the
integrals for the proton or neutron separately. This is
particularly useful for nucleon structure calculations per-
formed in different Q2 ranges that reflect large or small αs.
These regimes,with their suitable calculation techniques, are
summarized below.

(i) For Q2 above a few GeV2, the partonic degrees of
freedom are relevant. Here, pQCD can be tested
through the leading-twist part of Eq. (2). The
subtraction of Γn

1 from Γp
1 removes the nucleon

matrix elements a0 and a8, and provides a rigorous
QCD prediction. The subtraction also cancels the
gluon and quark-singlet contributions to the Q2

dependence of the sum rule.
(ii) At intermediate Q2 (from a few GeV2 down to a

few tenths of GeV2), nonperturbative contributions
affect the Q2 dependence. Lattice QCD is the
leading calculational technique in this regime. The
isovector nature of Γp−n

1 simplifies lattice calcula-
tions by removing all disconnected diagrams, which
are CPU expensive to compute [14].

(iii) At low Q2 (below a few tenths of a GeV2), chiral
perturbation theory, which uses effective hadronic,
rather than fundamental partonic, degrees of free-
dom, is applicable. The suppression of the Δ1232
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Connecting GDH with Bjorken Sum Rules

• Q2-evolution of GDH Sum Rule provides a bridge linking strong QCD to pQCD
• Bjorken and GDH sum rules are two limiting cases
       High Q2,  Operator Product Expansion : S1(p-n) ~ gA      à  Bjorken 
       Q2 à 0,   Low Energy Theorem:            S1 ~ k2              à GDH 

• High Q2 (>  ~1 GeV2): Operator Product Expansion
• Intermediate Q2 region:  Lattice QCD calculations
• Low Q2 region (<  ~0.1 GeV2): Chiral Effective Field Theory (cEFT)
Calculations:  BcPT:  Ji, Kao,…,Vanderhaeghen,… 
       Lensky, Alarcon & Pascalutsa
      Bernard, Hemmert, Meissner
         



Spin polarizabilities sum rules

Spin polarizability sum rules involve higher moments:

News: Lattice QCD started calculations with 4-point function on polarizabilities
           F. Lee et al. (U. George Washington);        X. Feng et al. (Peking U.)

We do not know how to measure directly generalized spin polarizabilities. The 
spin polarizability sum rules are used to access them.
They can be calculated with cEFT and Lattice QCD



Low-Q Spin Experiments @ JLab
• Hall B EG4: proton g1:  Spokespeople: M. Ripani, M. Battaglieri, A. Deur, R. de Vita
                                                    Students: H. Kang (Seoul U.), K. Kovacs (UVa)
 X. Zheng et al., Nature Physics, vo. 17 736-741 (2021)
• Hall A g2p: proton g2
Spokespeople: K. Slifer, J. P. Chen, A. Camsonne, D. Crabb
Students: D. Ruth (UNH), R. Zielinski (UNH), C. Gu (UVa), M. Allada (Cummings)(W&M), 

T. Badman(UNH), M. Huang(Duke U.), J. Liu(UVa), P. Zhu(USTC)
      D. Ruth et al, Nature Physics 18, 1441 (2022)
• Hall A SAGDH: neutron g1 and g2 with polarized 3He 
Spokespeople: J. P. Chen, A. Deur, F. Garibaldi.
Students: V. Sulkosky (W&M), C. Peng (Duke U.), J. Singh (UVa),V. Laine (Clermont-Fd U.), 

N. Ton  (UVa),  J. Yuan (Rutgers U.).
 V. Sulkosky et al., Nature Phys., 17 687 (2021)
 V. Sulkosky et al., PLB 805 135428 (2020)

Combining EG4 and SAGDH to form Bjorken Sum: A. Deur et al., Phys. Lett. B 825 (2022) 136878
Extracting effective coupling ag1: A. Deur, et al., Particles, 5-171 (2022)



Summary of Spin Experiments

COMPASS
RHIC-Spin

JLab12

SAGDH
g2p



Measurement of Low-q Spin Sum 
G1 and G2 for proton and neutron

Testing χEFT and 
study strong QCD



Precise mapping of spin structure function moments in intermediate Q2 region
PQCD, models and data agree. 
How about χEFT predictions? Not clear. 

Previous world G1 data before low-Q experiments

Proton Neutron



•Slight tension between EG4 and EG1 above Q2 ~0.1 GeV2. 
•EG4 and χEFT agree up to Q2 ~0.04 GeV2 (Bernard et al) or Q2 >0.2 GeV2 (Alarcón et al.)
•Phenomenological models (Pasechnik et al, Burkert-Ioffe) agree well.

EG4: new low-Q data on G1 for proton

X. Zheng et al., 
Nature Physics, 
17, 736-741 (2021)



SAGDH: new low-Q data on G1 for neutron

V. Sulkosky et al., 
Physics Letter B 
805, 135428 (2020)

•E97-110 agree with existing data at larger Q2 (EG1b, E94-010).
•E97-110 and χEFT agree up to Q2 ~0.06 GeV2 (Bernard et al) or Q2 >0.08 GeV2 (Lensky et al.)
•Some phenomenological models (Burkert-Ioffe) agree well with data, other (MAID, Pasechnik 
et al) not as much.



SAGDH: new G2 data for neutron: Burkhardt–Cottingham sum rule 

Γ!(𝑄!) ≡ ∫"
#𝑔!𝑑𝑥 = 0

E97-110 verifies the B-C sum rule at low Q2. Older experiments at higher Q2 also verify it. 

V. Sulkosky et al., 
Physics Letter B 
805, 135428 (2020)



g2p: new G2 data on proton: BC Sum Rule

Not publish
ed yet



Generalized Spin Polarizibilities: g0 and dLT

Testing χEFT and 
study strong QCD



neutron protonJLab E94-010 JLab EG1b

Previous JLab spin polarizabilities data before low-Q experiments

Strong disagreement with χEFT predictions available at that time: “dLT puzzle” 



EG4

EG1b
MAMI

EG4 results on γ!
"(Q#)

•χEFT result of Alarcón et al agrees with data.
•Bernard et al. χPT calculation agrees for lowest Q! points. 

X. Zheng et al., 
Nature Physics, 
17, 736-741 (2021)



Generalized forward spin polarizability 𝛄𝟎𝐧 from SAGDH

•E97-110 agree with older data at larger Q2 (EG1b, E94-010). Maid disagrees with the data.
•χEFT result of Alarcón et al disagrees with data.
•Bernard et al. χPT calculation agrees for lowest 𝑄! points.

V. Sulkosky et al., 
Nature Physics, 
17, 736-741 (2021)



• Good agreement with older data at larger 𝑄! and with χEFT & MAID there.
• Disagreement at lower 𝑄! (opposite trend)
• “ 𝛿"#$ (𝑄!) puzzle” still remains. 

Generalized interference spin polarizability 𝛅𝐋𝐓 from SAGDH

V. Sulkosky et al., 
Nature Physics, 
17, 736-741 (2021)



dLT for Proton from g2p

Alarcón, Hagelstein, Lensky & Pascalutsa 

Bernard et. al 

D. Ruth et al, 
Nature Physics 
18, 1441 (2022)

• Comparisons with χEFT calculations: favor Alarcon et al., 
        strong disagreement with Bernard et al. 



Bjorken Sum at Low-Q and Effective as



Bjorken Sum: G1 of p-n (EG4 and SAGDH)

A. Deur, et al.
Physics Letter B 
825 (2022) 136878



Bjorken sumΓ1
p-n measurements

αg1 Extracted from the Bjorken Sum data 

Γ1
p-n≙   gA(1-      )1

6
αg1

π



Effective Coupling and Impact
A. Deur, V. Burkert, J. P. Chen and W. Korsch
     Particles, 5-171 (2022)

Featured as Cover
Featured in JLab News 
https://phys.org/news/2022-08-

strength-strong.html
Featured in YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BT

ZOz850GI&t=497s
 hailed as
 “accidental discovery” 
 “pretty major breakthrough”

Base for understanding of 
emergence of hadron properties, 
can have impact on:

hadron spectroscopy
PDFs and GPDs 
quark mass functions
pion decay constant
scale of QCD, Λs
QCD Phase/Hot QCD
…

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3D8BTZOz850GI-26t-3D497s&d=DwMFaQ&c=CJqEzB1piLOyyvZjb8YUQw&r=wlj-HLgGB5Tro-f5lyrlkQ&m=tZTviu1cdkoUMOFrqNrdyUa_NAlXmGY9N3r3-_14B9VOBei2nAYAEgGGJCSL76ho&s=jlCgxtbAfS9T_qhnu9P6hRzdlD-HmbJ_zSkLRErTZ6U&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3D8BTZOz850GI-26t-3D497s&d=DwMFaQ&c=CJqEzB1piLOyyvZjb8YUQw&r=wlj-HLgGB5Tro-f5lyrlkQ&m=tZTviu1cdkoUMOFrqNrdyUa_NAlXmGY9N3r3-_14B9VOBei2nAYAEgGGJCSL76ho&s=jlCgxtbAfS9T_qhnu9P6hRzdlD-HmbJ_zSkLRErTZ6U&e=


Summary
• Generalized Spin Sum Rules/Polarizabilities 
           à clean means to study of QCD over full range of Q2
• Rich results from 3 JLab low-Q spin experiments
             G1, G2, g0, dLT for proton and neutron
            results in 3 nature physics, 1 PRL, 1 PLB, + more
     combined results (Bjorken sum) in 1 PLB, ag1

 extraction in 1 Particle 
• Extensive tests of cEFT calculations
• Lattice QCD predictions becoming available
• Impact in theoretical study of strong QCD 
• Spin structure study @ JLab12: A1n/d2n@Hall C, g1(p/D)@CLAS12

• Future: real photon GDH@Hall D, d2n@SoLID, …
       g2p2 proposal in Hall C (D. Ruth)
                    Bjorken sum and as extraction @ JLab22 (A. Deur, JLab22 whitepaper)
                    …



Comparisons with SDE and LFHQCD Calculations

⇒ SDE, LFHQCD and data agree very well.

Binosi et al. PRD 96, 054026 (2017)

Brodsky, de Téramond, Dosch, 
Lorcé, PLB 759, 171 (2016)

https://arxiv.org/find/hep-ph/1/au:+Brodsky_S/0/1/0/all/0/1
https://arxiv.org/find/hep-ph/1/au:+Teramond_G/0/1/0/all/0/1
https://arxiv.org/find/hep-ph/1/au:+Dosch_H/0/1/0/all/0/1
https://arxiv.org/find/hep-ph/1/au:+Lorce_C/0/1/0/all/0/1

